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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Location 2: Off Barrack Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 22 July 1pm
Duration of Visit: 1h
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07813324894

The Premises:

Basic ground floor flat with large amounts of lingerie and adult magazines enhancing the decor.
Easy to park outside or just around the corner. When you arrive the girls leave the door unlocked as
there's nothing to hide behind!

The Lady:

Susan is late forties, slim with good size boobs, Tiff a little younger and taller, slim with pert boobs
and ass. They work together and separately on different days but fool that I am I havn't got Tiff's
mobile no to add to this.

The Story:

I've seen both girls before so they great me with a nice french kiss with my prick in the middle. This
is while I'm struggling out of my clothes. They know I like to cum twice in the hour, so after a little bit
of gentle kissing and stroking all round, Susan goes for the jugular and sucks me until I explode, the
way she does it nobody can hold on for long! Susan then disappeared for a minute to spit and Tiff
carfully cleaned me up. We had a little chat and then it was time for some genuine 3-way action.
Both girls really are bi and need no encouragement to work on each other; I gave them both a good
oral session, then got hard again as Tiff sucked and licked me gently.

Then it was on with the rubber and sex in several positions with both of them, highlight being Susan
in doggy while Tiff licked us both from underneath. I was having a great time but then the next
punter arrived so i had to up the pace and finished off in mish with Tiff.

Two excellent girls and a proper 3-way experience. They do get busy especially in the middle part
of the day so the slight downside of being shown out quickly, passing another guy on the way in
(though they don't let you see each other) is a small price to pay. 
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